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Abstract

The SMART-I2 aims at creating a precise and coherent virtual environment by providing users
with both audio and visual accurate localization cues. It is known that for audio rendering, Wave
Field Synthesis, and for visual rendering, Tracked Stereoscopy, individually permit high quality spatial
immersion within an extended space. The proposed system combines these two rendering approaches
through the use of a large Multi-Actuator Panel used as both a loudspeaker array and as a projection
screen, considerably reducing audio-visual incoherencies. The system performance has been confirmed
by an objective validation of the audio interface and a perceptual evaluation of the audio-visual
rendering.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the advancement of immersive environments has separately produced systems with
improved quality for 3D stereoscopic graphical rendering and also for 3D audio rendering. Despite
these advances, few combined modality systems of high quality have been developed. This difficulty
can be attributed to the different and stringent technical requirements for each rendering system,
primarily in terms of equipment (construction material and placement). As so, these devices actually
provide the users only a limited presence sensation.

In this paper, presence is understood as ”the perceptual illusion of non-mediation” [1]. Many
dimensions are involved in this high level cognitive process which includes communication and inter-
action. From a technological point of view, perceptual realism conveyed by the rendering interface is
often thought of as a way to increase presence independently of the task or the content. The rendering
device should not be detected by the user. It should be conceived as a large open window through
which the users experience the virtual world. Users should have the impression of sharing the same
space and should be able to interact together or within the environment. These aspects have lead to
the conception of the SMART-I2.

In devices where a global audio rendering is chosen, rather than headphones (in CAVE-like envi-
ronments for example [2][3], or frontal screen environments [4][5]), the optical pathways between the
projector, screen, and the users eyes are often in conflict with the optimal acoustic pathways between
loudspeakers and the users ears. So, some architectural and physical compromises must often be made
in order to provide an effective audio-visual rendering, and loudspeakers are often placed behind or on
the edges of the large rear-projection screen thereby reducing audio quality for the sake of graphical
quality. The acoustical transmission characteristics of the screen and non-ideal positioning make it
very difficult to achieve fine control of the acoustic field in the rendering zone. This is problematic
for high quality precise advanced spatial rendering technologies such as Ambisonics [6], high order
Ambisonics (HOA) [7], vector based amplitude panning (VBAP) [8] or wave field synthesis (WFS)
[9]. Some solutions have been considered to compensate for the transmission characteristics effect of
rear projection screens [10] but a fine acoustic control is still very difficult as loudspeaker placement
is still highly guided by the optical pathways. Therefore, in such devices, perceptual realism is not
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maximum.
Another common way to reproduce spatial audio is binaural rendering over headphones using

the head-related transfer function (HRTF).[11] The quality of binaural rendering is highly linked
to the use of an individual HRTF rather than a non-individual HRTF. In addition, head tracking
and a dedicated rendering engine are usually necessary for each user. The use of headphones can
reduce the level of immersion and also communication and interactivity for multi-user systems. Thus,
loudspeaker reproduction has certain advantages over headphones, and is the option chosen in this
system.

This research study presents a novel design concept, the SMART-I2, which attempts to resolve
the problem of high quality immersive audio-visual rendering by rendering coherent audio and visual
information. The sound rendering is realized using wave field synthesis technology (WFS) [9][12] which
relies on physical based reproduction of sound fields within an extended listening area. The graphical
scene is rendered using tracked stereoscopy [13], which presents users with the correct rendered visual
image for each eye separately. Finally, these two technologies are combined together using two large
Multi-Actuator Panels [14][15] which act both as projection screens and as loudspeaker arrays.

In this paper, the SMART-I2 architecture is first described and technological choices are explained.
The spatial audio-visual rendering of the SMART-I2 is then assessed with a combined objective and
subjective evaluation. The validation focuses on localization accuracy for both static and moving
users.

2 The SMART-I2 system

The SMART-I2 system is an advanced audio-visual interface which results from the scientific
collaboration of LIMSI-CNRS and sonic emotion. In this part, the key ideas of the system are
explained and the realized system is later presented.

2.1 Audio-visual consistency over a large area

The key concept of the SMART-I2 is to create a virtual window through which a plausible virtual
world is perceived. All the spatial properties of the audio-visual scene should be accurately conveyed
to the user(s) at any point within the rendering area. This includes angular and distance perception
which should remain accurate throughout. The audio-visual window therefore ensures that static
but also dynamic localization cues, such as the motion parallax effect, are preserved. The motion
parallax effect occurs when users are moving about the rendering area. This effect is linked to the
user’s ability to ascertain the positions of audio-visual objects using the relative movements of these
objects. For example, in the scene presented in figure 1, the user can ascertain the relative distance
between objects 1 and 2 by comparing all the distance and angular information coming from these
objects when moving from point A to point B.

WFS rendering, using horizontal loudspeaker arrays, is often regarded as an acoustical window
which is limited by the array extension. For a linear array, the audio rendering is therefore limited to
the horizontal plane but remains valid within a large listening area which can be determined using
visibility criteria of the source through the loudspeaker array. Unlike other loudspeaker based spatial
rendering techniques, WFS naturally gives access to the “audio” motion parallax effect.

3D visual rendering requires one to independently address each eye of the user. The rendering
should also be adapted to the position and orientation of the user in order to render always the correct
point of view and to preserve the visual scene organisation (objects sizes and angular positions).
This technique is referred to as tracked visual stereoscopy. It combines visual crosstalk cancellation
using light polarization (“passive” stereoscopy) or time multiplexing (“active” stereoscopy) with the
adaptation of graphic rendering to the current position of the user. The user should wear special
glasses for visual crosstalk cancellation. These are special polarized glasses (different polarization for
each eye and each projector) for passive stereoscopy and shutter glasses synchronised with the video
rendering for active stereoscopy.

Active stereoscopy is the most efficient crosstlak cancellation technique. However, it is expensive
since it requires electronic synchronization of the projectors and the glasses. It is also known to induce
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Figure 1: Illustration of the motion parallax effect.

Figure 2: Overview of the SMART-I2.

visual fatigue which can be disturbing in the long run. Therefore, it was chosen to rely on “passive”
stereoscopy. Both techniques could also be combined to increase the number of users. This is a topic
for further research.

WFS and tracked stereoscopy can both be thought as a perceptual window opening onto a virtual
world. They are thus coherent technological choices.

2.2 Overview of the system

The SMART-I2 project was conceived as a large audio-visual window where the screens would also
act as loudspeakers using WFS rendering. The installation of the system at LIMSI-CNRS is shown in
figure 3. Two large screens form a corner so that the system presents a wide angular opening and a
large listening area (2.5 m × 2.5 m). This corner installation poses less constraints, avoiding many of
the common practical and acoustical concerns of a partly closed box as used in large CAVE systems.
The walls and ceiling of the current installation are mostly covered with 2” acoustsics foam to limit
reflections. For the current validation study, only one screen is mounted (see figure 2).

2.3 Large MAP as a projection screen and loudspeakers array

MAP loudspeakers are derived from DML technologies. The panels are constructed of a light and
stiff material on which multiple actuators are attached. Each actuator is independently driven. A
multichannel loudspeaker is thus realized with a single unique physical structure.

Thanks to their low visual profile, multiple MAP loudspeakers can provide seamless integration
of tens to hundreds of loudspeakers in an existing environment. Due to the excitation nature of the
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the SMART-I2 installation.

Figure 4: View of the back of the SMART-I2 MAP.

panel, and their generally large size, displacement distances are very small and do not disturb 2D or
even 3D video projection on the surface of the panel.

2.3.1 Design of the panels

The MAP used for the SMART-I2 is a large honeycomb panel, 2 m × 2.66 m. The dimensions of
the panel present a classical 4/3 ratio between height and width suitable for video projection. Twelve
exciters are attached to the rear of the panel. They are located on a horizontal line every 20 cm. Such
spacing corresponds to an aliasing frequency of about 1500 Hz accounting for the loudspeaker array
size and the extension of the listening area.[17] This aliasing frequency assures an efficient spatial
audio rendering. Some strategies are available to further raise the aliasing frequency.[18]

The front face of the panel has been treated with a metallic paint designed to maintain light
polarization thus allowing for the use of passive stereoscopic projection. The panel is mounted in an
aluminum frame such that the exciter array is at a height of 1.5 m (see figure 4). This positioning
ensures that the horizontal plane where audio reproduction is correct corresponds to typical ear height
for the majority of users.
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Figure 5: Frequency response of the large MAP used for SMART-I2.

2.3.2 Validity of the MAP for WFS

It has been shown that MAPs can be used for WFS rendering.[14][15] However, panels considered
in previous studies were significantly smaller (40 cm × 60 cm or 133 cm × 67 cm) than those used
here. Pueo et al. recently studied larger panels [16], showing measurements of reproduced sound fields
using a 2.44 m wide and 1.44 m high panel. These objective results tend to confirm the potential use
of such large panels for WFS, which should nevertheless be confirmed by further perceptual studies.

The typical frequency response of a MAP is not as optimized as electrodynamic loudspeakers,
and a large MAP is not expected to have the same radiation as smaller scale MAP loudspeakers. In
figure 5, the frequency response of the MAP designed for the SMART-I2 is given for a central exciter,
measured at 60 cm in front of the panel on-axis and at 30°. It can be seen the global frequency
response is reasonably flat (±5 dB between 100 Hz and 15 kHz). The frequency responses measured
on axis and at 30° off axis are similar. The level is somewhat reduced below 750 Hz by about 3 dB at
30° as compared to on-axis. A full study, including directivity patterns, is a topic for future research.

The frequency response of the large MAP seems appropriate for WFS rendering. In this study,
only a naive equalization method is used which compensates for the global radiated response of the
loudspeaker array (individual equalization, [12]). Advanced multichannel equlization techniques will
be employed in further studies.

2.4 Rendering architecture of the system

The architecture of the SMART-I2 is composed of three rendering components:

� Virtual Choreographer (VirChor): An open source real-time 3D graphics engine that relies on
an XML-based definition of 3D scenes with graphic and sonic components.[21][22]

� The WFS Engine: A real-time audio engine dedicated to low latency (less than 6 ms) WFS
rendering which realizes the real-time filtering of up to 24 input channels (virtual sources) to
24 output channels (every exciter of the two MAPs).

� Max/MSP : A real-time audio analysis/synthesis engine using a graphical programming envi-
ronment that provides user interface, timing, and communications.[23]

The audio visual scene description is based on the “Scene Modeler” architecture [24], which is a generic
package for virtual audio-visual interactive real-time environment creation using both Max/MSP and
VirChor. The Model-View-Controller organisation of the system [25] is depicted in figure 6.

For real-time rendering, two separated computers are used. On the main machine, Max/MSP
and VirChor are running simultaneously. Virchor manages the virtual scene and graphical rendering.
Max/MSP receives scene information from VirChor and is responsible for generating the audio content
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Figure 6: Model-View-Controller organisation of the SMART-I2.

of the scene. Audio channels are sent to the WFS engine which creates the driving signals for the
exciters.

All rendering components are connected on a network which transmits the scene description (po-
sition of audio-visual objects, position/orientation of users provided by tracking devices, interaction
parameters, basic services: start, stop rendering, shutdown machines...). This information is used to
perform real-time updates of both the audio and graphic rendering, making the system fully interac-
tive.

3 Evaluation of the SMART-I2 spatial rendering

In this section, we focus on the evaluation of the spatial rendering quality of the SMART-I2

interface. The evaluation combines an objective analysis of the binaural signals at the user’s ear and
a subjective analysis based on listening tests.

3.1 Presentation of objective analysis

The objective analysis presented here is similar to an earlier work by Sanson, Corteel and Warusfel.[19]
Sanson et al. proposed a combined objective and subjective analysis of localization accuracy in WFS
using individual HRTFs to binaurally render simulated virtual WFS configurations over headphones.

3.1.1 Method

The method used here consists in estimating the localization accuracy of a given loudspeaker
based spatial rendering technique using measured or simulated binaural impulse responses.

This method is composed of five steps illustrated in figure 7:

1. Binaural measurement of a dummy head in an anechoic chamber for a large number of positions
(typically every 5° in both azimuth and elevation).

2. Binaural impulse responses on site measurement or estimation (from anechoic binaural mea-
surements [19]) at given listening positions.

3. Estimation of “synthesized” binaural impulse responses for a given virtual source by summing
the respective contribution of each array transducer.

4. Computation of localization cues (Interaural Time Differences (ITD) and Interaural Level Dif-
ferences (ILD)) for both “ideal” and “synthesized” binaural impulse responses in auditory bands
(40 ERB bands between 100 Hz and 20 kHz).1

1For a complete description of the ITD and the ILD extraction process, please refer to [19]
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Figure 7: Extraction of objective localization cues.

5. Computation of ITD error, ITDerr(fc(n)), and ILD error, ILDerr(fc(n)), in each ERB fre-
quency band where n (fc(n) is the center frequency of the ERB band n).

The “ideal” impulse response is extracted from the database of anechoic impulse responses according
to the virtual source and the listening position.

Global frequency independent localization accuracy criterion can finally be extracted using the
weighting function q(f) proposed by Stern et al. in [20] that accounts for the relative importance of
frequency bands to localization. Here a normalized weighting function, qnorm(f), is defined as:

qnorm(f) =
q(f)

meann=1..40(q(fc(n)))
. (1)

The global ITD bias, BITD, is then defined as:

BITD = mean [ITDerr(fc(n))qnorm(fc(n))] , (2)

and the ITD variability, VITD, as:

VITD = std [ITDerr(fc(n))qnorm(fc(n))] , (3)

where std is the standard deviation. Similarly, an ILD bias, BILD, and ILD variability, VILD, are
defined as:

BILD = mean [ILDerr(fc(n))qnorm(fc(n))] , (4)

and
VILD = std [ILDerr(fc(n))qnorm(fc(n))] . (5)

These criteria are given here for wide band stimuli. In cases where the stimuli has only energy in a
limited number of frequency bands, the criteria can easily be adapted to account only for these as
proposed in [19].2

2The criteria presented here intend to provide a more consistent naming convention than that used in [19]. They
are however very similar in their definition to the Meanerr and Stderr criteria defined for ITD and ILD in [19].
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3.1.2 Interpretation of the objective localization criteria

The bias measures BITD and BILD indicate the average offset of the conveyed ITD and ILD
respectively, compared to the reference (anechoic) ITD and ILD respectively, at the target position.
It might be interpreted as an indication of a potential perceptual shift in azimuth due to distorted
localization cues conveyed by the considered reproduction setup. The suggested shift would be to the
right for positive values or to the left for negative values. The variability measures VITD and VILD

are an indication of the consistency of the localization cues among the frequency bands. It might
thus be considered as an indication of the locatedness of the synthesized virtual source.

In [19], Sanson et al. show that the abolute localization bias for WFS does not typically exceed
5° independently of the loudspeaker spacing (15 cm or 30 cm in this study) considering large band
stimuli covering the entire audible frequency range (white noise) and virtual sources located behind the
loudspeaker array. The absolute localization bias typically increased from 7° to 10° for high-passed
noises with cutoff frequencies of 750 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 3000 Hz. The associated analysis showed
that, in some cases, the ITD and ILD errors where indicating conflicting directions which could be
attributed to the finite length of the loudspeaker array. Then, in most of these cases, the ILD cues
were dominating which may be due to the frequency content of the employed stimuli (high-passed
white noise) and possibly the large variability of the ITD (typically above 0.3 ms). Only in cases
where the ILD error is low (typically below 1 dB), the ITD was the dominant cue (4° localization
bias for a target at +25°, BITD = 0.05 ms and VITD = 0.15 ms).

It should be clear, however, that the objective criteria presented here are meant as comparison
indicators to provide hints about the differences observed between situations. The localization model
is rather naive and does not pretend to provide an absolute predictor of localization.

3.2 Presentation of the evaluation

A joint subjective/objective evaluation of the spatial audio rendering of the SMART-I2 was con-
ducted to evaluate its consistency with 3D graphics rendering.

Two perceptual experiments were carried out:

1. A traditional azimuth localization task where stationary subjects have to identify which of a
series of visual object positioned on an arc corresponds to the position of a hear sound source.

2. A spatial exploration task which focuses on the evaluation of the parallax effect rendering in
which a series of visual object are positioned on a line perpendicular to the screen and subjects
are instructed to wander about the experimental area to identify which of them is the source of
the sound.

In parallel to these experiments, individual exciters of the SMART-I2 were measured in the exper-
imental area using a dummy head (Neumann KU-100). Figure 8 presents a top view the position
of the virtual sources for each experiment and the positions at which the dummy head was located.
The dummy head was positioned at 36 different locations on a regular grid, grid spacing of 30 cm in
both X and Y , so as to cover the entire experimental area in which subjects could move during the
experiments.

Bias and variability criteria are computed for all measured listening positions and virtual sources
used in the subjective experiments. The artificial head was always facing the screen, orientated
towards the Y axis of figure 8.

These criteria are also computed for a virtual WFS setup composed of 12 ideal omnidirectional
loudspeakers in an anechoic environment. This simulates an “ideal” WFS setup using loudspeakers
at the same position as the exciters in the SMART-I2 based on previous anechoic measurements of
the dummy head. As such, our results can be compared with those of Sanson et al. [19] and any
observed innaccuracies could be attributed either to known WFS deficiencies (diffraction, aliasing) or
to the specific radiation characteristics of the large MAP.

The subjective experiment is organised in 3 parts performed during one 40 minute session:

1. The test scene.
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Figure 8: Top view of the installation, position of screen, audio target sources for subjective experi-
ments and measurement points spanning the test experimental area.

Figure 9: Introductory scene.

2. The azimuth localization task.

3. The parallax effect validation task.

Fourteen subjects (9 male and 5 female) ranging from 22 to 53 years old participated in the experiment.
No subject was visually or auditory impaired. For half of the subjects, the parallax effect validation
task was performed before the azimuth localization task in order to evaluate the influence of learning
or habituation on the results of either task. Analysis confirmed that there was no significant effect
on the results due to task order. The introductory scene contained three virtual visual loudspeakers
placed on a neutral background (see figure 9). Only one, indicated by the orange cursor above, is
activate and plays music. The subject can choose which loudspeaker is active using a Wiimote. The
subject is also free to move within the rendering area to get accustomed to tracked stereoscopy and
WFS. During this introductory scene, the stereoscopic rendering parameters were adjusted to the
individual subject.
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Figure 10: The audio-visual scene for azimuth localization accuracy. The 7 potential acoustic target
positions are indicated here.

4 Azimuth Localization Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Protocol

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the localization accuracy of the spatial audio rendering
of the SMART-I2. The audio-visual scene contains 17 virtual visual loudspeakers distributed on an
arc and at 4 m from the audio-visual origin (see figure 10). Virtual loudspeakers are separated by 3°
which provides a 48° angular aperture.

The position of the visual objects has been chosen to be smaller or equal to the human audio
azimuth resolution (i.e. 3-4°, see [26]). Moreover, all visual objects are similar. This creates multiple
visual distractors that limit bias due to audio-visual integration, the so-called ventriloquism effect
[27].

A single white noise burst of 150 ms with 10 ms onset and offset (Hanning window) was presented
at nominal level of 68 dBA from one of the 7 target sources, indicated in figure 10 (background noise
level at subject position was 40 dBA). The subject’s task was to indicate from which of the 17 visual
objects the sound has been emitted. The subject had no prior knowledge of possible target locations.

At the beginning of the experiment, the subject was positioned at the starting point (see 3), and
instructed to remain there. There were 15 repetitions of the 7 potential positions corresponding to a
total number of 105 trials. At the beginning of each trial, a position is randomly picked. Each trial
is organized in the following way:

1. The subject indicates that he is ready by pressing a button.

2. His position and head orientation are checked with the tracking engine.

3. If the subject is ready and his head orientation is correct, the sound stimulus is played once.

4. A visual selector appears (cf. figure 11), and the subject indicates the perceived location of the
sound source by moving the cursor on top of the corresponding visual object.

4.2 Results of the subjective evaluation

Each trial was performed in a mean time of 5.8± 3.8 sec. Angles are given clockwise. A Lilliefors
test rejected the null hypothesis that the empirical distribution (result values) follows a normal
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Figure 11: The scene as viewed by the user (step 3).

Figure 12: Subjects answers for the target sources.

distribution. The Lilliefors test is a Kolmogorov-Smirnov type test where the empirical distribution
function is compared to a normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation equal to the
empirical ones. Therefore, it was decided to use a quantile repartition for the analysis of the results
which is presented in figure 12. The displayed boxes have lines at the lower quartile, median, and
upper quartile values. As a measure of variability, we chose the half inter-quartile range (HIQR =
(P (75%) − P (25%))/2) where P (X) is the percentile function which gives the value in the data
set under which are found X% of the values. The half inter-quartile range is presented since its
interpretation is close to the standard deviation used in literature in order to facilitate comparisons
with previous localization studies. The whiskers displayed in figure 12 (lines extending from each end
of the boxes) show the extreme values beyond the lower and the upper quartiles. Outliers are data
with values beyond the ends of the whiskers and are indicated with a red ’+’. The notches represent
an estimate of the uncertainty about the medians. The different target sources can thus be considered
to be well identified by subjects in this task since notches are non-overlapping in figure 12.

The median of the error is always smaller or equal to 3°, which is the angular separation between
two neighbouring speakers. For extremal target sources on the left the median error is close to -3°,
and for the ones on the right to 3°. This denotes a tendency to exagerate the angular position of
lateral sources. The HIQR is always lower than 3°, except for the source placed at 6° for which it
reaches 4°.
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Figure 13: BITD and VITD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), center position.

Figure 14: BILD and VILD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), center position.

4.3 Results of the objective evaluation

The bias and variability for ITD and ILD are displayed in figures 13 and 14 at the position of the
subjects for all sources used in the localization test.

The errors for localization cues remain relatively small for the SMART-I2 and are comparable to
errors obtained with the ideal WFS setup. However, the variability of the ITD is slightly higher for
the SMART-I2 than for the ideal WFS setup. The ILD bias exhibits a curve which would suggest a
compression of the perceived azimuth of virtual sources. This is an opposite effect that was noticed
in the subjective test indicating a moderate dilatation of the perceived azimuth.

4.4 Discussion

The azimuth localization task was reported by the users to be quite easy and intuitive. In this sec-
tion, the results are discussed and compared with similar previous studies. The validity of localization
in the complete listening area is verified further on.

4.4.1 Comparison with other studies

The absolute human localization blur, according to [26], is between 1° and 4° in front of the
listener, depending on the test signal and on the reporting method. The absolute localization bias of
the present study is thus very close to human ability.
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The observed extra-lateralization has no precise explanation. It should be recalled that the lo-
calization model used in the objective part of this study is rather naive. It does not account for the
precedence effect. The angular localization is indeed biased in our environment. This could be due to
residual reflections from the side wall which cannot be properly taken into account in the model, but
this rationale does not fully explain the results. Interestingly, this effect has also been reported to the
same extent (2° to 3° over-lateralization at ±20° or 30°) in headphone-based localization experiments
using individual HRTFs [32][33]. As such, one cannot claim this as a system default, but could be
more linked to some perceptual critera.

Verheijen achieved localization experiments on a WFS setup composed of 24 loudspeakers with
an 11 cm spacing using a similar method where the subjects had to indicate which of the visible
(real) loudspeakers was emitting sound for both synthetised sources, using WFS, and real sources.[29]
Verheijen also tested a loudspeaker spacing of 22 cm using thus only 12 loudspeakers as in the
current study. Verheijen reported mean localization error for synthesized sources of approximately
3.5° independent of loudspeaker spacing. The associated standard deviation was 1.5°. Localization
accuracy for real sources was very similar.

The localization accuracy provided by the SMART-I2 is comparable to these results for a similar
WFS configuration. However, the HIQR obtained with the SMART-I2 is higher than the standard
deviation shown there. This may be attributed to the radiation characteristics of the MAP loudspeak-
ers as compared to those of electrodynamic loudspeakers as used by Verheijen. It is expected that
the use of advanced multichannel equalization techniques [12] will increase the localization accuracy
in SMART-I2. This will be a topic for further studies.

The SMART-I2 results should also be compared to results provided by other sound rendering
technologies. For an ideal fourth order ambisonic rendering, with a circular 12 loudspeaker array,
Bertet et al. reported a median error is between 1° and 3° and a HIQR between 2° and 5° at the sweet
spot.[30] According to [31], a binaural rendering using individual HRTFs showed an average absolute
localization error of 0° to 3.5° depending on source azimuth (from −30° to +30° every 10°) with a
standard deviation of 6° to 9°. The latter study also included a combined audio-visual study which
showed that audio-visual integration occurs and that there is a dominance of visual localization over
auditory localization which removes the bias and reduced the standard deviation to 2.1° in bimodal
conditions. A similar effect can be expected in the SMART-I2 system for congruent audio-visual
objects.

4.4.2 Extension to entire listening area

Figures 15 and 16 present ITD and ILD bias (solid line) and variability (dashed line) criteria
averaged over all measured positions (cf. figure 8). Whiskers indicate standard deviation.

Averaged ITD and ILD bias and variability criteria follow similar tendencies as those observed
for the center position. Moreover, the standard deviation of these criteria remains low, typically
below 0.1 ms for ITD based criteria and below 1 dB for ILD based criteria. It can thus be expected
that localization remains almost unbiased over the entire listening area with a reduced localization
accuracy for side virtual sources as in the center listening position. Localization accuracy can thus
be expected to be at least as good as sweet spot based techniques such as fourth order ambisonics
but over an extended listening area.

5 Parallax effect evaluation

5.1 Experimental protocol

The audio-visual scene contains 8 “visual” loudspeakers arranged in a line perpendicular to the
screen at 30 cm intervals. The first loudspeaker is 1.1 m away from the audio-visual origin (see figure
17), resulting in the three first loudspeakers being in front of the screen. Only 4 of the visual target
sources are used as audio targets in this session (1.4 m, 1.7 m, 2.3 m and 2.9 m). The audio stimulus is
a 1 sec white noise burst, low pass filtered at 4 kHz, on which a 18 Hz amplitude modulation is applied
(70 dBA presentation level at the audio-visual origin) followed by a 1 sec silence. The stimulus was
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Figure 15: BITD and VITD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), average over all mea-
sured positions.

Figure 16: BILD and VILD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), average over all measured
positions.
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Figure 17: The audio-visual scene for parallax effect evaluation in the SMART-I2.

played continuously until the subjects made their selection. The sound levels of the different sources
were chosen in order to have the same effective level at the audio-visual origin. Parallax was thus
the only available cue to the subjects for distance estimation. There were 10 repetitions of each of
the 4 target positions corresponding to a total number of 40 trials. In this experiment, subjects were
instructed to move about within the defined experimental area (see figure 3). Each trial begins with
the user located at the starting point. Subjects are instructed to move slowly from this point to
the right of the listening area. The experimental procedure was the same as previously described.
Subject position was checked before the beginning of the trial but not the head orientation.

5.2 Results of the subjective evaluation

The results for parallax evaluation are presented in figures 18 and 19 in the same manner than the
previous results. The average response time for each trial is 23± 13 sec with little variation between
source positions. In figure 18, the different data sets corresponding to the target sources are not clearly
separated. The second source (1.7 m: focused source) is perceived to be at the relative position of
the third source (2.3 m: source behind the screen). The two other sources are well identified. The
HIQR in meters can be seen in figure 18. It is minimum for the closest source (1.4 m) where it
reaches 0.15 m. The HIQR is 0.45 m for the source at 1.7 m, and approximately 0.3 m for the two
others.

Figure 19 presents the median error and the HIQR converted into degrees as perceived at the
extreme right listening position (x = 1.5 m, y = 0 m) which is the end of the path proposed in
the instructions. This is the position in the experimental area (cf. figure 3) at which there is the
maximum angular difference between visual objects. Therefore, this is the position where the subjects
could most easily perform the required task.

Figure 19 shows that the median error is positive for the two first focused sources, null for the
third one, and negative for the last one. This indicated that the two closest sources are biased to
the right (further distance), the third source (at 2.3 m) is accurately localized whereas the last one is
perceived too much to the left (closer to the screen location). The HIQR is close to 4° for all sources
which is similar to the results of the first experiment. The estimation of degrees at this position
provides an explaination for the large variation of HIQR observed in figure 18.
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Figure 18: Subject responses for the target source distance position. Target locations are also indi-
cated.

Figure 19: Median error and HIQR for the target sources. Errors are indicated in degrees as perceived
at the extreme right listening position (x = 1.5 m, y = 0 m).
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Figure 20: BITD and VITD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), extreme right listening
position.

Figure 21: BILD and VILD for SMART-I2 and ideal loudspeakers (WFSId), extreme right listening
position.

5.3 Results of the objective evaluation

During the experiment, subjects were instructed to follow the path between the center listening
and an extreme side listening position (x = 1.5 m, y = 0 m in figure 8). At the center listening
position, the ITD and ILD bias and variability are almost independent on the source distance and
are therefore not presented here. At this position, ITD and ILD bias are in the range of 0± 0.05 ms
for both ideal WFS and SMART-I2, 0 ± 0.5 dB for ideal WFS and −1.5 ± 0.5 dB for SMART-I2.
The small observed ILD bias for SMART-I2 might be due to the presence of the wall in the current
installation.

Objective criterion at the extreme right position (x = 1.5 m, y = −0.5 m in figure 8) are presented
in figures 20 and 21. It can be seen that there is a positive bias (BITD ' 0.2 ms and BILD ' 7 dB)
for sources located in front of the screen (distance lower than 2 m) synthesized using SMART-I2.
This bias is not observed for ideal WFS. The consistent bias for both ITD and ILD might explain the
overestimation of perceived distance in the subjective experiment. This might cause a localization
bias to the right of the perceived azimuth of the source compared to the target azimuth.

For sources located behind the array, a positive bias is observed for ILD (BILD ' 5 dB) whereas
BITD is close to null. This may explain the limited bias in localization accuracy observed for these
sources accounting for the dominance of ITD for large band stimuli [28].
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5.4 Discussion

The subjects reported this task very difficult to perform. The subjects were all a bit disturbed
by the missing “static” acoustical cues for distance perception (level differences, room effect, ...).
During the first trials, subjects strategies were to explore the entire rendering area trying to find the
best localization place. After that, 80% of the subjects went directly to the extreme right listening
position to choose the loudspeaker, and the other part still proceed to a systematic exploration or to
a random walking among the rendering area.

The motion parralax is a dynamic distance cue which is known to be not as salient as static
distance cues.[34][35] In [34], blind-folded subjects were instructed to locate a sound source in a
very similar way than our experiment. A number of loudspeakers were located on a line passing
through the starting position at 2 m to 6 m from the starting position. The subjects were asked to
walk either 2 m or 4 m in a direction perpendicular to this line while one loudspeakers was active
(synthesized voice). The subjects were then instructed to report the exact location of the active
source by walking to it. The results indicate an over-estimation of the distance of the closer sources
and an under-estimation of the distant ones. The same phenomenom has been noticed in [35]. The
standard deviation found in [34] was approximately 0.6 m, greater than the HIQR of our experiment.
However, the reporting method we used is quite different than in [34] and [35]. The current study
task can almost be considered as a localization task with visual cues seen from multiple listening
positions.

The objective analysis revealed inconsistent localization cues which explain the localization bias
for sources in front of the screen. In further studies, these errors should be compensated for using
more advanced equalization techniques or by modifying the acoustical characteristics of the panel.
Considering the furthest position (2.9 m), the compression in distance might also be due to the
“natural” room effect of the real environment. The latter provides distance cues related to direct over
reverberant energy which may bias distance perception towards the location of the screen.

From a visual point of view, a compression of distance perception has been noticed for a while
in immersive virtual environments. It does not seem to be linked to the field of view and binocular
viewing, and for the moment no convincing explanations has been found to this phenomenom.[36]
In the SMART-I2, this can contribute to the mislocalization of the audio-visual objects in terms of
distance.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the SMART-I2’s ability to render the audio-visual motion
parralax effect is similar to the one observed with real sources. Therefore, it can be expected that
the results would be improved using consistent level differences and virtual room effect. Audio-visual
integration should also improve the precision of the motion parallax effect rendering in a similar way
than for the localization accuracy for static users (cf discussion in section 4.4.1).

6 General discussion and conclusion

In this paper, an immersive audio-visual environment, the SMART-I2, has been presented and
evaluated. The design focus was placed upon audio-visual consistency which may contribute to an
increased feeling of presence in the virtual environment.

Subjects were globally satisfied with the proposed rendering. Further studies should be made with
this system with more realistic audio-visual scenes to evaluate more precisely the perceptual realism
provided by the SMART-I2. A more complete acoustical study of the large MAP is also required in
order to increase the precision of the WFS rendering, especially for sources located in front of the
screen.

The immersion quality was reported by the subjects to be sufficient and that they really felt they
were “in the scene”. One fact that has been reported was that the limited size of the audio-visual
window caused some disturbances in extremal positions. Installation of the second MAP will offer
users a larger field of view and thus should raise up the immersion quality.

In these experiments, the level of interaction was very limited in terms of direct interaction with
the scene and also interactions between multiple users. The addition of both may contribute to an
increase in the sense of presence. This will be verified in further studies.
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The global feeling about the audio-visual rendering provided by the SMART-I2 was that the
consistency between audio and visual features is very accurate and that immersion quality is already
convincing. The SMART-I2 was perceived as an audio-visual window opening into a plausible and
consistent virtual world. The results of the objective analysis and subjective evaluation confirm that
point. The localisation accuracy shown by subjects permits a global validation of the WFS rendering,
the visual rendering and the audio-visual calibration.
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